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High-performance sports and entrepreneurship are

The world is also in great need of entrepreneurship,

WaterProof is the magazine of the Water Alliance, a partnership

sometimes extremely closely related. I am not referring

in our case perhaps Aquapreneurship. Because

between government, research institutions and industry in

to the amalgamation of the corporate world and sports,

entrepreneurship means: being fast-paced, sticking to

the field of innovative and sustainable water technology.

which sometimes adds up to dizzying sums for football

plans, not only having the knowledge but being able to

From its base, the WaterCampus in Leeuwarden, the Water

players in particular, but to the competitive characteristics

transfer it, and having a competitive mentality; wanting

Alliance builds on the ‘water technology innovation chain’; a

of both sports and business. By the time you read this,

to be the best, the need to win. That is the fervour with

process whereby new ideas from universities, laboratories and

the FIFA World Cup, Tour de France and even the recent

which we can speed up efforts to make this world more

test sites are converted into worldwide marketable products.

European Water Tech Week (EWTW) Leeuwarden 2018

sustainable! The international water technology hubs,

WaterProof provides regional, national and global information

will already be over. These were all big events that

such as our own in Leeuwarden, must continue to provide

on developments, results and background in the field of water

required long preparation and perseverance, attracted an

support for entrepreneurship wherever possible.

technology.

enormous number of visitors and brought both relaxation

For that reason alone, all the participants of the WIS Award

and competitive tension to all participants.

deserve a big compliment. Because they not only turned
up at the EWTW but showed everyone what they can do.

24

Looking back on the EWTW, I can happily say: What an

With no guarantees. Having that ‘esprit’ is more important

incredibly inspiring and impressive time we have had!

than winning.

Many of you experienced it from beginning to end,

There will, of course, be new opportunities. Tom

and for those who missed it: there are plenty of photos.

Dumoulin, the Dutch cyclist who achieved a magnificent

A selection of these photos is published in this special

second place in the Tour de France, also knows this. We

edition of WaterProof.

will hear a lot more of him. And I am sure that also applies

The EWTW also showed us: that the water technology

to all water technology entrepreneurs (Aquapreneurs)

sector has grown into a very mature industry; that the

who left their comfort zone—the office or laboratory—to

importance of clean water—and its scarcity on this earth—

enter the competition and face the world with their

has long been recognized everywhere, and technology

personal entrepreneurial ambition. If you don’t want to

for the smart use of water and energy is making progress

miss out on any of that, just keep reading WaterProof.

every day. Relatively new, however, is the wave of new
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talent that has emerged in the wake of successful water
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technology companies over the past ten years; young
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Investing in water
Water is hot, even as an investment. For
instance, at the end of July, the PGGM
Infrastructure Fund announced that it has
concluded an agreement to purchase 20% of
the shares of SUEZ Water Resources. It concerns
an interest in no less than 15 regulated water
supply companies, mainly concentrated in the
north-east of the United States. SUEZ Water
Resources is an American subsidiary of listed
company SUEZ. The company provides 2.1
million people with drinking water in the states
of New Jersey, New York, Idaho, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and Rhode Island, making it one of
the largest privately owned water companies in
the US. The transaction is planned for the first
half of 2019
pggm.nl

FreshWaterMill
for Bonaire
agriculture

WAFILIN SYSTEMS SUCCESSFUL IN THE US

VIVA LAS VEGAS
Wafilin Systems, winner of the 2017
WIS Award, is making great strides
internationally. The company
developed a membrane filtration
system specifically to help the
industrial textile laundering sector
achieve substantial savings on water
consumption and energy. Together
with their Australian partner
Hydrasyst, they worked the American
market, which led to a demonstration
at American laundry giant Brady Linen
in Las Vegas. Wafilin directors Harry
van Dalfsen and Henk Schonewille
recently visited Las Vegas again. We
asked Schonewille about the details.

You were in Las
Vegas in June.
What were you
there for?
We received a subsidy in 2017,
together with our American partner

WATER PURIFICATION
WITH HELP FROM... SHEEP
Rik Bomer, B.Sc, graduated from the Van Hall Larenstein University of Applied
Sciences at the WaterCampus in Leeuwarden, is travelling from Spain to Friesland
by bicycle in five months. He is looking to answer the following question. How happy
are fish in Europe? During his Happy Fish Journey, Rik met with water technologists,
fish experts and migration specialists. Episode England: Meeting Rob Price.

Coorstek [a specialist in ceramic

and intensification in the agricultural industry put

industrial products - Ed.], to set up a

pressure on the environment. Animal waste and

demonstration plant at Brady Linen

pesticides enter the soil, streams, and rivers through

in Las Vegas.

rain.

What was the goal?

Rob Price has gathered a team of experts and

We wanted to demonstrate how water

found a suitable solution to stop these toxins at

and energy can be recovered from

the source: sheep. Sheep provide wool, and that is

hot washing water in an industrial

exactly what the river needs. The plan is to fit the

laundry facility. The installation was

small tributaries to which the farmland borders with

delivered back in April 2017 and the

woollen canvasses. Water flows through the canvas,

project has now been successfully

but microorganisms and algae get stuck. This creates

completed.

a microecosystem on the canvasses. The toxins are
filtered out of the water and do not contaminate the

How do you
look back on it?

river further. It works like the biological filters you
can find in nearly any aquarium. Further research is

Very positively. The demo-site proved

currently underway: how exactly do the canvasses

that our technique works and truly
Rob Price is a charismatic man. He was originally

Rob is a mediator. He identifies problems between

If the results are positive, it could be a huge step in

Together with the Americans, we are

a communication specialist for large telecom

different parties and solves them.

the right direction. Besides being easy to implement,

now looking to expand the concept

companies. After a career switch, he brought his

It is a good thing, especially when agriculture

the idea is also budget-friendly. And there is plenty

throughout the US and what our role

knowledge and expertise on communication to

and the environment are both involved. In the

of raw material: if there is one thing the UK has in

can be in this.

Britain’s Environmental Agency.

UK, like many other parts of the world, expansion

ample quantities, it is sheep.

BATTLE AGAINST EXOTIC AQUATIC PLANTS

member SolteQ Energy are going to work

When do you
expect to know
more about this?

together. The aim is to start a water desalination

We should have a clear view of the

but also the aquatic plant Crassula helmsii, known as swam

plant with a 50 m3-per-day capacity on the

market’s size by the end of this year.

stonecrop, which was found in a ditch in East Fryslân. Swamp

Caribbean island of Bonaire. SolteQ Energy’s

In Las Vegas, we spoke to the director

stonecrop, or New Zealand pigmyweed, is an exotic plant that

FreshWaterMill will be used for this project.

of the laundry facility, among others.

can completely overgrow the ditches, bringing with it a myriad

The FreshWaterMill is a hydraulic wind turbine

He was already talking about 60

of negative consequences this for the water regime. This makes

that converts wind energy into high pressure

potential sites for his group alone.

speedy response a necessity.

which is used to power a desalination plant. It

Realistically, I think we are looking

generates energy and produces clean water.

at approximately ten installations a

The plant originates from Australia. It was used by the Dutch as a

The plan is to increase the capacity as quickly as

year, starting in 2020. In this context,

plant for aquaria and ponds. However, it multiplies rapidly and

possible to a full capacity of 200 m3 per day. The

we are also looking into whether we

forms a dense carpet in the water, repressing all other plants and

aim is to make this a starting point to provide

should open a local office in the US to

animals. The Dutch government has banned the sale of such

sufficient suitable and affordable irrigation

support this as Wafilin.

exotics. Nevertheless, they are thriving; all the more reason for

Bonaire: a popular holiday destination
The Agua Punta Cooperative and Water Alliance

In August, Wetterskip Fryslân was not just battling the drought,

water for agriculture. This would allow more fruit

the Wetterskip to start the ‘Fryslân Most Wanted’ campaign. The

and vegetables to be grown on the island. This

campaign calls all residents to refrain from dumping any exotic

food is currently imported.

Wafilin Directors Henk Schonewille (left) and Harry van Dalfsen (right)
in Las Vegas.
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affect the river and where must they be placed?

saves a lot of water and energy.

wafilinsystems.nl

animal or plant species in nature and to throw aquarium plants in
the grey residual waste container rather than in a ditch.
| 05

Oisann Engineering

Oisann Engineering

Norwegian
Oisann
Engineering
settles in at the
WaterCampus
Norwegian company Oisann Engineering recently
opened an office at WaterCampus Leeuwarden. Oisann
has developed an innovative desalination technology
called Waterfountain, which it plans to scale up further
in Leeuwarden. Waterfountain is designed to reduce
the costs and environmental impact of large-scale
desalination for drinking water production over the
entire life cycle. By bringing this young Norwegian
company to Leeuwarden, WaterCampus expects to
provide a considerable boost to the regional economy and
employment in the long term.
Grateful and proud

by three former colleagues from a

Co-founder Tor Stolpestad on their

Norwegian oil company. Tor Stolpestad

decision: “We got in touch with

came up with the idea for the

WaterCampus through the South

desalination system when he was still a

Norway European Council Office. We

student. He called his former colleagues

quickly realised that it would be difficult

Rolf Bendiksen and Kurt Andresen for

to find a similar cluster of water-related

a meeting and together they started

organizations anywhere else. I am

working on a Waterfountain prototype.

convinced that our path to success would

Kurt Andresen has since retired, and

be a lot more difficult without the support

his duties have been taken over by

of the Water Alliance and this cluster in

Kyle Hopkins. Within a year, the team

Leeuwarden. We are grateful and proud

managed to produce water that exceeds

to be part of this fantastic environment of

the EU drinking water standards.

Oisann
has developed
an innovative
desalination
technology
called Waterfountain

resourceful people and organisations.”
Discussions are currently underway with

The Waterfountain project is co-funded

a number of organizations, including the

by the financing programme for start-ups

Centre of Expertise Water Technology

in the north of the Netherlands, Bison,

(CEW) for conducting applied research,

and Innovation Norway, a programme set

and Wetsus for potentially fundamental

up specifically for the ‘green’ industry.

research in the future.
Left Tor Stolpetad of Oisann, right Hein Molenkamp, Water Alliance at the entrance of the WaterCampus Business Centre and the new office of Oisann Engineering.
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Oisann Engineering was founded

waterfountain.no
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Fieldlab Smart Base

Fieldlab Smart Base

Operation
Fieldlab
Smart Base
EIGHT WATER TECHNOLOGY
COMPANIES EXPERIMENT
DURING ‘FIELDLAB SMART BASE’

What will the military base of the future look like? There
is no crystal ball to predict the future, but it is certain that
water will be managed very differently than it is today.
Even the military is aware that freshwater is scarce in
this world and that it must be used intelligently. The
military’s ‘water footprint’ must decrease. On 22 June,
Fieldlab Smart Base opened its doors at Camp Soesterberg
for a water network meeting. Together with the military,
eight water technology companies demonstrated the
innovations which can be implemented in the coming
years. WaterProof was there, and noted that future
military bases can save up to 80 percent of water.

were allowed to work at the Field Lab

Bredenoord’s MD Water Power Unit

What,
who,
and
where?

produces power via an generator from

The Fieldlab Smart Base is a military

within a small 20-ft. container. Together

initiative, supported by four Regional

with Rainmaker, the company uses the

Development Corporations (LIOD,

residual heat from the generator to purify

NOM, OOST and Innovation

seawater, river water, or wastewater.

Quarter). Water Alliance helped

set up at the former military airport of
Soesterberg.
Bredenoord and Rainmaker
demonstrated a smart solution for
converting polluted water or seawater
into drinking water. The two companies
joined forces for this military project.

attract water technology companies.

Guilt-free showers

The experiment is being conducted

According to the companies, this results

at Camp Soesterberg.

in fuel savings of at least 25 %.

More than 120 attendees were

The companies Hydrowashr, Upfall

impressed during the presentation

shower and ESEP demonstrated how

afternoon on 22 June. Many

you can save water. Hydrowashr is a small

a liquid-tight mobile floor as a surface

The installation used for this project is by

companies not yet involved with

device in which billions of microscopic

on which to clean military vehicles, from

Pentair from Enschede. The leftover water

the project left their business cards

drops of warm water and air blow hands

Jeeps to heavyweight tanks. “The big

is free of bacteria and viruses, according

during the networking part of the

clean at 500 km per hour. Entrepreneur

advantage over a concrete floor is that

to Rosink.

event. There were also questions:

Jan Melein calculated for the attendees

it can be moved, and the wastewater is

that this would enable the military to

collected, stopping it from running into

reduce the sanitary costs from €2,500

the ground”, says Managing Director

per person annually down to less than

Emile Bruschinski. His innovation is

€200. “It saves huge amounts of water

already sold on the private market for

“And the biogas could
be used to power things
like Bredenoord and
Rainmakers’ processes.”

how it will work with regard to
intellectual property (answer: the
military will not buy anything off; all
rights remain with the companies),
when will the next rounds of

while also lowering the costs of transport,

use in applications such as car washes,

Dutch military personnel are regularly

energy and water.”

cleaning and maintenance.”

for example. “Combined with various

It illustrates how all the companies

date yet, but within a reasonable

deployed abroad. Deployments can

According to Leidelmeijer, the military is

Rene Betgem from Upfall Shower let

purification techniques, it can reduce

together form a chain, with the goal

period) and whether the military

be to extreme locations featuring bitter

looking to work with SMEs. “We prefer

slip how difficult he finds it to present

water consumption by up to 95 percent”,

of achieving an 80 percent reduction

has already decided to the buy

cold or severe heat. In all cases, the

to work with SMEs rather than huge

his innovation. Betgem should be no

according to the director.

in water consumption. Michiel Pols of

the products from the companies

water demand is steep. For a relatively

companies. In this phase, we are looking

stranger to a bit of false modesty, as he

At the Smart Base Field Lab, ESEP is

InnovationQuarter, North Holland’s

involved (answer: no, the military

large base camp with a good level of

for relatively small scale, which allows for

can tell a good story like no other, a rare

working specifically on wastewater

Regional Development Corporation, and

is not ready to purchase yet).

facilities, the military calculates a water

a large amount of flexibility and creativity.”

feat in the world of water technology.

purification together with RWB,

Alex Berhitu of NOM, the investment

During the experimental phase, the

“The idea for the innovation came to me

Pentair and Jotum. RWB from Almelo,

and development corporation for

equipment is usually leased by the

when, somewhere in 2003, I received the

demonstrated how their use of ceramic

Northern Netherlands—with ties to

military. It is possible that a purchase

consumption of 80 to 150 litres per

08 |

reached the experimental phase. They

experiments start (answer: no exact

day, per person. The water is used for

140 Project proposals

showering and washing hands, as well

The military innovation process launched

water and energy bill for our household,

membranes to purify wastewater. “The

Water Alliance—also emphasized

will be made for the next mission

as for food preparation, sanitation,

over a year and a half ago. An intensive

while living with two adolescent

material is robust and has a long lifespan”,

the importance of the collective. “All

abroad. Admittedly, a Hydrowashr

and medical tasks. With this need in

and lengthy process followed. “We

daughters who showered regularly. I

according to RWB’s Rene Elferink.

water innovations form a chain: if one

has been purchased for the barracks

mind and the ambition to reduce the

always start projects with a question, a

was shocked and decided then and

According to RWB, this technique can

entrepreneur drops out, the chain will

in Utrecht.

military’s footprint, the initiative has

problem”, according to Leidelmeijer.

there that it had to change”, according

ultimately purify wastewater into drinking

collapse”, says Pols. “That is where we,

arisen to reduce water consumption by

“In collaboration with the Regional

to the entrepreneur. He subsequently

water, but that was not within the scope of

the RDCs, play a part”, adds Berhitu. “We

no less than 80 percent on future bases.

Development Corporations [RDCs - Ed.]

developed a shower which can save

this project.

help asses the proposals, bring parties

Lieutenant colonel Edwin Leidelmeijer,

we went looking for solutions that were

up to 90 percent on water, gas, and

Fieldlab’s programme coordinator,

already on the market.” We approached

CO2 emissions. “Military personnel can

Power up your poop

emphasized this ambition to the 120+

hundreds of companies, resulting in

enjoy a lovely and luxurious wellness-

Under the frivolous motto ‘Power up

who do the work. They invest a lot of

attendees: “A future-proof base that is

a total of 140 project proposals in all

shower without feeling guilty about the

your poop!’, Roy Rosink from Jotem

time and money into making it a success.

scalable in deployment areas, relocatable

areas of sustainability. The RDCs helped

environment”, stated Betgem.

demonstrated how they produce biogas

It is to be commended that they have

and has no footprint. This means that

assess the proposals. Seven companies’

ESEP from Weert also left a good

from human excrement with the help

already achieved such a high level of

such a base must be fully self-sufficient in

water technology innovations ultimately

impression. The company has developed

of an Anaerobic Membrane Bioreactor.

collaboration.”

together, keeping the process on track.
But ultimately, it is the entrepreneurs
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Focus EWTW

Focus EWTW

The first ever European Water Technology Week
(EWTW) took place in Leeuwarden in late September.
Five days of networking and inspiration with plenary
sessions, matchmaking, an exhibition area and 21
parallel sessions. Participants include leaders in
innovation, technology and policy from companies,
universities and governments from Singapore, China,
Israel, The United States, South Korea and Europe.

Dyetec and Water
Alliance sign MOU
The various water hubs that were present
during the EWTW have serious ambitions.
For example, the delegation from South
Korea -counting more than thirty peoplewho received an extensive tour of the
WaterCampus. This delegation, which
included representatives of the South
Korean organisation Dyetec from the city

WaterCampus Leeuwarden is the textbook
example of a successful ‘hub’

International
audience
impressed with
Frisian water
technology
infrastructure

of Daegu (2.5 million inhabitants), signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the Water Alliance.
Signing between Dyetec and Water
Alliance was in the presence of mayor
Kwon of Daegu. The MOU is, in fact, a
follow-up to earlier agreements, as a
delegation from Daegu visited the Water
Campus as early as 2016. And during
the Korean International Water Week in
September 2017, Mayor Kwon on behalf
of the Metropolitan City Daegu and
Commissioner Kielstra on behalf of the
Fryslân Province also signed an MOU.
“The South Koreans are very impressed by
the collaboration between government,
knowledge institutes and companies
at WaterCampus Leeuwarden, which

The global water technology sector is increasingly organised in hubs and the EWTW—

in recent years has developed into the

including Wetsus Congress and WaterAlliance’s Waterlink—connects these hubs in

European water technology hub,” says

Leeuwarden, said Johannes Boonstra, director of Wetsus, in his opening speech. The

Water Alliance director Hein Molenkamp.

key question being: How can multidisciplinary collaboration contribute to solutions for

“The Koreans have the ambition to

the global water problem? But also: What can the water sector contribute to the circular

replicate this in their country for Asia. In

economy? After the opening words, several speakers shed light on the theme.

concrete terms, this means that we visit

That positioning WaterCampus Leeuwarden as the European Water Technology Hub is

each other regularly, participate in each

paying off became clear from the many visitors, from all over the world. It turned out that

other’s events and workshops, but that we

WaterCampus Leeuwarden is internationally seen by many parties as a textbook example.

also try to link knowledge institutions and

Slipstream

companies from each other’s regions.”
Later during the EWTW, all the water hubs

Hein Molenkamp, director of the Water Alliance, explained that starting such a hub takes

present signed a declaration of intent, in

a lot of vision, patience and perseverance. “Some innovations need ten years or more

which they solemnly agreed to further

to gain a foothold on the market. Building up WaterCampus Leeuwarden and growing

expand the mutual cooperation in the

it into the European water technology hub has taken almost just as long. But it pays for

coming years.

itself, not only because the global water tech sector is growing and the Netherlands is put
on the map even more, but also because the manufacturing industry in the Netherlands,
which is mainly characterised by its SME character, benefits from the slipstream. All this
creates jobs.”
His words were underlined by Roemer Goossensen of Afmitech Friesland in Joure. “It
doesn’t happen very often, but I have already sold one of our decentralised wastewater
treatment systems on the exhibition floor during this congress”.
There is plenty of room for new innovations on and around the Water Campus. Great
innovations are annually put in the spotlight by for example the Water alliance innovation
and stimulation award. The 2018 WIS award was won by Hydraloop (see next page).
10 |
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Focus WIS Award Winner

Focus Water Tech Hubs

HYDRALOOP WINNER OF
THE WIS AWARD 2018!

The Water Alliance
Innovation Stimulation
Award (WIS) 2018 has been
won by Hydraloop. The
company collected the prize
after the exciting final that
was held on September 26,
during the European Water
Technology Week (EWTW)
in the WTC in Leeuwarden.
There was a lot at stake for
the five finalists, because the
participants were rewarded
with not only international
attention but also the
chance of winning the first
prize of a marketing and PR
package worth €10 000

12 |

Water Tech Hubs
underpin strength
of cooperation with
declaration

for, according to Cees Buisman, the
chairman of the jury. “The World really
needs this kind of development. And
we are convinced that your company
is fully prepared to take on the
challenge.”
Hydraloop saves water by recycling
85% of domestic water. The company
predicts that, in twenty years’ time, no

After several days of exchanging

house will be built without such an in-

knowledge at the EWTW, six of the

house water recycling system.

hubs that operate worldwide have

The WIS-award is a part of the

decided to enter into a closer form of

European Water Technology Week

cooperation. Hubs from Singapore,

(EWTW), that is being held from 24

South Korea, China, Israel, America

September until 27 September in

and the Netherlands signed a joint

Leeuwarden. This year, the

declaration, signalling the intention

finalists alongside Hydraloop were

to take their cooperation to a new

CirTec, SEMiLLA Sanitation Hub,

level in the form of “The Water Tech

SolteQ Energy

Hub Alliance”.

The six hubs want to work
in closer collaboration, and
have announced that they
will be concentrating on the
following points:
1 Define needs - identifying local water
challenges and calling for solutions
2 Find innovation - scouting and review

involved in the preparatory process:

The six representatives of
the Water Tech Hubs who
signed the declaration are:

“It takes vision and endless patience to

•

Business Development Manager Alex
Berhitu of the Dutch Water Alliance was

Dean Amhaus, The Water Council,
Milwaukee Wisconsin, USA

develop a hub. International cooperation
is absolutely essential. Getting things

•

Yossi Jaacoby, Mekorot-Watech, Israel

off the ground is an intensive and

•

Shaoxian Zhang, Jiangsu cluster,
China

often laborious process”, according
to Berhitu. “A process like this calls for

•

Han Loong Fong, PUB, Singapore

of innovative technologies according

regular occasions where you put down

•

Jinyoung Jung, Yeungnam University,

to common criteria

anchor points and finalise matters. This

3 Show opportunity - sharing business

“I don’t have any words to describe

with the Fresh

this”, said sales and marketing director

Water Mill and

For a number of years, the representatives

possibilities and bringing

we’ve now taken by agreeing on and

Sabine Stuiver. “I’m still shaking. We’ve

D2D Water

of the hubs have encountered one

stakeholders together for

committing to common activities in the

worked so hard to get to where we are

Solutions with

another at various levels and events,

collaboration

declaration. Obviously, the driving idea

now. This is a fantastic boost.”

the Drop2Drink

inspiring the world of water with the

Hydraloop is an innovative water

unit. The runner

accounts of their hub’s activities.

recycling system that retrieves, purifies

up of the WIS

Representatives of these hubs had

and disinfects shower, bath and

award was D2D

gathered on the invitation of Hein

washing machine water. This water

Water Solutions.

Molenkamp, of Water Alliance, at the first

exchange of human resources for

can be recycled for uses such as toilet

More about

European Water Tech Week organized

innovation and sharing educational

water, for washing machines and

this company

by the Dutch water hub in Leeuwarden.

for the garden. This is an innovation

in WaterProof,

They agreed to commit to the global

that the World has been waiting

January 2019.

acceleration of innovative water treatment

best innovative new technologies of

technologies as an open platform.

water hubs on a global stage

is why it’s such an important step that

4 Verify proposals - identifying technical

behind all this is our core business, and

and business experts to assist with the

that’s about speeding up the process of

advancement of member programs

allowing locally developed innovations

5 Develop Talent - supporting the

programs
6 Showcase Success - promoting the

Korea Water cluster, Daegu, S.Korea
•

Hein Molenkamp, Water Alliance,
WaterCampus Netherlands

the opportunity to reach an international
audience as quickly as possible.”

‘Six Hubs have decided to enter
a closer form of cooperation’
| 13
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Focus Avebe/Wafilin

AVEBE: WAFILIN CO2
REDUCTION MEMBRANE
FILTERS
Avebe and Wafilin Systems B.V. have started the execution
of project Sustainable Concentration of Potato Juice with
Membranes (DUCAM). Wafilin’s DUCAM membrane filtration
systems will be installed at the Avebe production site in Ter
Apelkanaal. This will enable a considerable reduction in energy
consumption, as well as water savings through the reuse of water
from the potato as process water. This innovative project was
announced during ‘The European Water Tech Week 2018’ in
Leeuwarden.

Avebe attaches great importance to sustainability, says Erik Koops,
Director of Investment Development & Portfolio Management of
Avebe. “In recent years we have invested in, among other things,
making our production process more sustainable. During the
processing of starch potatoes, the extraction of the potato protein
from the potato juice and the further processing of the potato juice
is an energy-intensive process. Avebe wants to reduce this energy
consumption. Thickening the potato juice with membranes proved
to be the cost-saving option, resulting in a reduction in CO2
emissions of 13,000 tonnes per year. In addition, savings are made
on the use of service water because the membrane process allows
water from the potato to be used as process water.”
The innovation, which saves energy and extracts valuable raw
materials from the potato, is co-financed by the Energy Innovation
Demonstration Scheme (DEI), part of the Topsector Energie.
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Focus Royal Eijkelkamp

Focus Royal Eijkelkamp

‘Time
is on
our
side’

Eijkelkamp Foundation
To mark Royal Eijkelkamp’s 100th
anniversary in 2011, the Eijkelkamp
Foundation was established. With the
foundation, Royal Eijkelkamp wants to
make a social contribution using all the
knowledge and skill that has been built
up within the company over the past 100
years. The Water Ondernemer (Water
Entrepreneur) is a good example of one
of the projects the Foundation has taken
on. The project aims to give 100,000
inhabitants of the West African country

In more than 100 years,
Royal Eijkelkamp
has grown from a
village smithy into an
international superpower
in equipment for soil and
water research. Fons
Eijkelkamp has played a
large part in the company’s
move to the international
market.

of Benin access to clean water, thereby
reducing disease and stimulating the
economy. The Foundation wants to build
160 water points and train and appoint
local academics as Water Entrepreneurs.
These Water Entrepreneurs start their
own companies to create water points
where the local population can safely
buy drinking water. Fons Eijkelkamp is
the founding father of this project. “It is
a great project from which we can learn
a lot, even with all the experience we
already have. The local infrastructure and

“We are drilling at -58°F (-50°C) in

regulations make this kind of initiative

Siberia in search of gold mining sites,

extra challenging, but we are moving

building a groundwater monitoring

forward in Benin. It is nice to see the

network in Sri Lanka and carrying

ripple effect of social innovations like

out projects in the heat of the South

this.”

American jungle”, says Fons Eijkelkamp

royaleijkelkamp.com

of Royal Eijkelkamp. “Our work takes us
to the craziest and most diverse places; it
is one of the greatest aspects of the job.”
‘Cowboy-like surroundings’, his son
Huug Eijkelkamp once said.

Family business
Fons Eijkelkamp is the third generation
running the family business in Giesbeek.
He has passed retirement age but is still
working passionately. Fons’ grandfather
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started a village smithy in 1911. Fons’

is now also involved in the company as

which involved great risks, and we still

track record. Nowadays, everything has

which they collect data on groundwater

father took over the business and

co-owner.

managed to pursue our own course.

to be done in a rush, and companies

from 150 measuring locations. The

developed the first Edelman auger per

In 2018, Royal Eijkelkamp was

There is more room for long-term

no longer have the time to build an

company not only supplies equipment

request more than thirty years later.

nominated for the Family Business

vision in a family company. That is

extensive network like ours.

for such projects but also takes care

The next generation—Fons Eijkelkamp

Award. “I believe that there is a great

one of Royal Eijkelkamp’s strengths.

Father and son Eijkelkamp derive great

of all additional activities such as

himself—grew the village smithy into a

deal of drive and commitment within a

We have had more than 100 years to

satisfaction from their contribution to

research, design, development, and

production and logistical company that

family business”, says Eijkelkamp. “We

gather knowledge, collect stories, and

the search for water in areas where the

management. The new groundwater

brings equipment for soil and water

show enormous perseverance. That

make connections in countries where

demand for high-quality water is high.

monitoring network will allow Sri Lankan

research all over the world. The fourth

is how we survived the crisis. We saw

it is difficult to make connections. Time

For example, Royal Eijkelkamp recently

politicians to monitor and manage water

generation, Fons’ son Huug Eijkelkamp,

opportunities to continue innovating,

is on our side, and we have a proven

won a large contract in Sri Lanka for

problems much better.

‘It is a great
project from
which we can
learn a lot’
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Henk Ovink Water Ambassador

Henk Ovink Water Ambassador

A visit
to Paques
with Water
Ambassador
Henk Ovink
‘The integral
approach here
is inspiring’

practice and innovative technology,

growth and the increasing scarcity

to a cleaner world on a daily basis. I

exactly like Paques develops. And with

of fresh water. Innovation will be

know what I am doing is relevant. That

Wetsus in the mix, the Netherlands has

essential to overcoming problems and

is the best feeling you can have in your

a wonderful partnership of science,

challenges. At Paques, innovation is

entire career.”

government, and business.”

seen as a prerequisite for continuity,

The decision to visit Northern

according to Joost Pâques. His motives

We soon learn that this motive hits home

Netherlands together with Peter Glas

are not merely economic in nature.

with Henk Ovink.

was a conscious one, explains Ovink.

In line with a family business, profit

“Peter and I often travel together; in

optimization is not an end goal in

“Water is crucial to the world, to

addition to being chair of ‘De Dommel’

itself, stable growth is more important.

everyone. Understanding water issues

he is also chair of the Water Governance

And even more important is being

and integrating the social, economic,

group of the OECD [Organisation

passionate about what you do.

environmental and cultural value of

Development - Ed.] and understands

“It is a blessing when you know why you

ensure peace and security, health and

like no other the importance of an

do something”, says Pâques. “It is not

equality, a good economy, sustainable

integral and inclusive collaboration to a

a given for everyone. When I did my

urbanization, and a rich ecology. If

world with water security.”

MBA at Insead, I was in a group with the

we fail in doing so, all the above will

best of the best. Investment bankers,

collapse, and unfortunately, it happens

consultants, you name it. Many of those

far too often in too many places around

Paques’ growth is impressive. The

people were doing an MBA because

the world. Paques’ employees and

company now has an order intake of

they felt the need for a change. But

innovations prove it is possible every

almost one hundred million euros. All

do what? They often had no clue and

day. Because it has to happen now, we

thanks to the 450 employees operating

after a year they were still no closer to

have no time to waste!”

Exemplary role

From left to right: Joost Pâques, Henk Ovink, Peter Glas (chair of water authority ‘De Dommel’, province of Brabant), Hein Molenkamp (Managing Director of Water Alliance)

By invitation of Water Alliance Director Hein Molenkamp,
Water Ambassador Henk Ovink visited Paques in Balk
(province of Friesland), a member of Water Alliance.
“Henk Ovink raises the topic of water all over the world
and very actively explains what Dutch companies
can bring to the table”, says Molenkamp. “The word
water covers a broad scope here; from Delta works to
water technology, to even the economic and geopolitical
consequences of the scarcity of fresh water in the world.
With our focus on water technology, we thought it would be
a good idea to give Ovink a tour of an innovative company
which has grown tremendously in recent decades and
which not only purifies water but also searches intensively
for new technologies to produce things like bioplastics, for
example.”

from offices in places such as Russia,

an answer. That key question: “why do

for with my own eyes. Their integral

the United States, Brazil, China, India,

you do what you do’ is so important.

approach in which innovation, durability,

Malaysia and the Frisian town of Balk,

Personally, I love that I get to contribute

and circularity are paramount, is

in the Netherlands. The company’s

inspiring. Great innovations, developed

exemplary role for the international

on the spot and shipped all over

Waterhub that has developed around

the world,” commented the Water

the WaterCampus in recent years must

Ambassador. “And with regional offices

not be underestimated.

all over the world, Paques strengthens

Managing Director Hein Molenkamp

the Dutch water culture by working on

of the Water Alliance acknowledges

smart solutions to the enormous water

Paques’ role. He himself worked as

issues at all these locations, using local

a product manager at Paques from

knowledge and capacity and thus real

1999 to 2008. “Paques definitely has

added value.”

an exemplary role. The passion with

Ovink continues: “On top of all that,

which the company continuously works

Paques has invested many millions in

on innovation is inspiring, and the way

its own BioBizz Hub in Balk, Friesland,

in which Paques keeps adapting to

to complement and enhance the

opportunities and threats in the market

Henk Ovink is a well-known figure in the

Brabant), received a guided tour from

WaterCampus innovation ecosystem,

demands respect. The company fosters

Netherlands and abroad. After Hurricane

CEO Stephan Bocken and Director

to attract talented startups and to help

an entrepreneurial culture. Many former

Sandy (2012), he worked as an adviser to

Global Business Development Joost

them scale their innovations and spread

employees have proven themselves

Obama for a while. In the White House

Pâques (the family name is written with a

the word. This way, water innovation

competent entrepreneurs later in their

he was known as Henk, the water guy.

circumflex accent).

is given substance in a broad social

careers. Many good companies have

coalition. Now that is entrepreneurship!”

come of that, such as Izer, Mastiline,

Those days are behind him. As Dutch
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water into an inclusive approach will

for Economic Cooperation and

Water Ambassador he now travels the

“Paques is a fantastic family company!”,

world to help other countries with their

announced Ovink after the tour. “I run

The ambassador was also impressed

battles against water.

into Paques’ employees and innovations

by the Water Alliance’s work: “It is nice

Accompanied by Molenkamp, Ovink

all over the world, but it is great to

to be here on the initiative of Hein

Stable growth

and his guest Peter Glas, chair of water

be here in Friesland and see how the

Molenkamp. His WaterCampus is the

The world is facing an enormous

authority ‘De Dommel’ (province of

company is run and what it stands

breeding ground for putting things in

challenge concerning population

Brightwork, BW Products, Biotrack,
Aqana, and Salttech.”

paques.nl

‘the Netherlands has
a wonderful partnership
of science, government,
and business’
| 19

Acquaint and HDM Pipelines

Grendel Games

Acquaint and HDM Pipelines
start in Leeuwarden

WATER BATTLE OF GRENDEL GAMES

aid of a smart water meter the game

Reduce water
usage by gaming

accurately measures how much water is
used in a household. The game rewards
users for saving water during peak
hours.”
Children earn points by playing the
game and completing levels, explains

On Tuesday 3 July, Water Alliance

of course, for its close proximity to

interest from outside Europe, the

members Acquaint and HDM

the WaterCampus.

entrepreneur goes on to say.

Pipelines opened their doors at

Entrepreneur Rudy Dijkstra

Zwettestraat 27 in Leeuwarden.

commented that he is proud

Johannes Boonstra, business

The companies both specialize in

of the growth his company has

director of Wetsus, is proud of the

ultra modern inspections of various

experienced. The company has

company’s fast growth. “It is truly

types of pipes, including drinking

become a serious player in a

commendable. These companies

water pipes and wastewater pipes.

relatively short time. “We owe a

are also a good example of the kind

The inspections allow preventative

great deal to Wetsus,” says the

of companies we want to work with.

maintenance to be carried out

entrepreneur, referring to the

Preferably small businesses, because

exactly when necessary.

participation of his companies in

they are more flexible and can

Entrepreneurs Rudy Dijkstra and

the Wetsus Research Theme Group

adapt faster, as well as organizations

Water Battle is a serious game aimed

to an exciting underwater world and

manager at Vitens is impressed:

Siemen van der Heide previously

‘Smart Water Grids’. “By working

from within the region, because all

at raising awareness regarding water

learn about water usage”, explains

“Grendel Games is very good with

operated from Wommels. They

together with Wetsus, we were

this bundled regional activity on

usage and changing behaviour

Anne Draaisma, Art Director at Grendel

visualisations and that gives the game

settled on Leeuwarden as their new

suddenly taken seriously as a startup

and around the WaterCampus has

concerning water consumption. An

Games. “Water Battle is a serious

added value. The game is also well

location for its excellent facilities at

and we were introduced to the right

a magnetic effect. This is how we

extensive pilot study has already shown

game, bundled with a mobile app, that

constructed.”

the De Zwette industrial estate and,

people”, adds Dijkstra.

create jobs.”

that this reduces the use of water during

encourages households to change their

peak hours and reduces the average

way of using and consuming water. The

Exemplary

usage. “The children are transported

aim is clear: use less water. With the

It has already proven to be successful.

Meanwhile, work is being done for
numerous water companies in the
Netherlands and there is already

acquaint.eu
hdm-pipelines.com

Our water consumption is under increasing pressure
from a fast-growing global population, stricter
environmental requirements and climate change. The
estimate is that demand for water will surpass supply
by no less than forty percent by 2030. Something needs
to change, both in awareness and subsequently in
behaviour. The internationally renowned Grendel
Games, new member of the Water Alliance, has found
an answer to this problem: Water Battle.

the Art Director. “At some point, progress
is locked because the levels further on
in the game have flooded. These levels
only unlock when the parents save water
during peak hours. Parents in the same
household play along with the mobile
app. They can earn points by changing
their daily water usage. The app offers
insight into the household’s daily usage
pattern, daily savings, and score.”
Micha van Aken, business development

A pilot study of the Water Battle in 2017
among households in Leeuwarden

‘We owe a great
deal to Wetsus’

achieved an average decrease in water
consumption of seven percent. Water
usage during the peak hours was
reduced by three percent and both
energy consumption and the CO2
emissions were also found to have
been reduced. In addition, participants

Celebatrations for HDM Pipelines and Acquaint! On the
picture from left to right: Project Manager Siemen van
der Heide, General Manager Rudy Dijkstra and alderman
Friso Douwstra

substantially increase their knowledge
of peak levelling, sustainability, and
personal water use.
Water Battle is currently used by Vitens
and Brabant Water (without a smart
water meter). But the ambitions go
further, according to Draaisma. “We are
also working on implementing Water
Battle at other water suppliers in the
Dive right in with

Netherlands, but also in Singapore,

Grendel Games’

Australia, the United Kingdom, and

Water Battle! These

Spain. Water Battle will be tailored to the

images portray a brief

specific requirements of each region.”

overview of the game.

grendelgames.com
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New Member Essentra Extrusion

INNOVATION
IS THE
LEITMOTIV
IN ESSENTRA
EXTRUSION’S
THINKING AND
ACTING.

New Member Essentra Extrusion

‘We have a
lot to offer
in water
technology’

variation. I also like the connections with
people and companies, and seeing our
profiles all over the world. For example,
we help produce clean drinking water in
China. That makes a person feel good.
And last but not least, I work with great
colleagues in a beautiful new office
building.”

What is the highlight of
your career so far?
Essentra’s knowledge centre is based in Buitenpost. The company has over 80 years of experience, 75 extrusion lines,

Ilja: “I have worked at Essentra for

49000 m2 production area and 240 employees.

almost 25 years and have experienced
many great moments. It is difficult
to choose just one. One thing I
loved was the 75 year anniversary
celebration that I organized together
with the Management Board for
all our employees and partners.
That night, a video was shown on a
huge screen about the history of our

Essentra Extrusion
in Buitenpost is a
global industry leader
in the development
and production of
plastic profiles. The
company houses its
own engineering,
mould construction,
laboratory, mixing, and
production facilities.
With 240 employees,
Essentra Extrusion
is active in various
industries, including
construction, shop
fitting, filtration and airconditioning technology,
transportation, and
water purification.
Essentra Extrusion is part
of the Essentra Group,
which is headquartered
in the UK and is active
in 33 countries. Essentra
employs 8,500 people
globally. WaterProof
had the opportunity to
interview Ilja Postma,
Marketing Manager at
Essentra Extrusion.
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company, in which employees from
various departments also spoke. The
commitment and professionalism spilled
off the screen. It gave me goosebumps.
In moments like that I am super proud of
our company!”

essentraextrusion.com

In Essentra’s Buitenpost location, plastic profiles are produced for a wide variety
of applications. Essentra creates hundreds of new products each year.

In 1956, you were one of the first
companies in the Netherlands
to take advantage of the benefits
of extrusion. Is innovation the
leitmotiv in your thinking and
acting?

Research & Development department
to research all technical possibilities.

Why did you become a member of
the Water Alliance?

This often leads to a better product with

Ilja: “We are looking to grow in the water

lower costs. For example, developing

industry and Leeuwarden is the meeting

a series of biological filters in a specific

point for the Dutch water technology

What do you find the best part
of your job?

Ilja: “Definitely. Every profile that

shape, resulting in extreme cleaning

sector. As a producer of water

Ilja: “The best part is that every day is

power. By combining knowledge, we

purification profiles based at a stone’s

different. I carry out various activities. I

leaves our company is the result of

create top-quality solutions. Research &

throw from Leeuwarden, we fit right

am active internationally; I look for new

collaboration with our customer.

Development then converts the product

in. It is important for us to emphasize

customers in different market segments

Innovative thinking and acting is

specifications into a mould, applications,

the technical possibilities of plastic

who meet our criteria; I am involved in

crucial in achieving that. We like to

and software designs. The intelligent

profiles, including those for the water

internal and external communication

be involved in the early stages of

designs allow for maximum quality and

industry. We have a lot to offer in water

and the organization of trade fairs,

product development. This allows our

efficiency.”

technology and the Water Alliance offers

events, and customer visits. I enjoy the

us a perfect opportunity to promote
that.”

Ilja Postma:
‘Innovative
thinking
and acting
is crucial’
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Interview Coos Wessels

Technician
and idealist
COOS WESSELS OF CIRTEC

Interview Coos Wessels

180
million kilos
of toilet paper
floats through
the Dutch sewer
system...

Toilet paper: not many
people give it a second
thought. We flush it
down the toilet and it
disappears. But that is of
course not where it ends.
A total of 180 million
kilos of toilet paper floats
through the Dutch sewer
system every year. Where
does it go? If Coos Wessels
of CirTec BV has a say
in the matter, we could
make bicycle paths or
school playgrounds out
of it. It is not yet common
practice to reuse cellulose
from toilet paper in
asphalt, but efforts are
being made to change
this.

purification plant [north of the city of
Alkmaar - Ed.]. The 400 kg of clean
cellulose recovered daily can be used
as raw material. Asphalt produced with
our recovered cellulose has been used
in the construction of bicycle paths near
Jelsum [near Leeuwarden - Ed.], Utrecht,
de IJburglaan in Amsterdam, and on
the dikes of Ameland. The SMART Plant
project uses part of the cellulose to
produce biocomposite in England, which
eventually ends up in products such as
plastic frames and cladding.”

Why this job?
“Personally, I place a great deal of
importance on contributing to a more
sustainable planet. That is why CirTec
BV is committed to providing solutions
in the field of waste recycling and
the recovery of low-grade energy.
The technology, the innovation, the

From toilet paper to asphalt.
Where did the idea originate?

entrepreneurship; it is all equally great.

“CirTec BV has been supplying

element to it, I would probably start

technology to sieve waste material

looking for a different job. I suppose

from wastewater for years. In addition

that makes me an idealist, in addition to

to optimizing purification, we wanted

being a technician.”

However, if there was no sustainable

to recover cellulose. At the time, KNN

a study into the possibilities of recovering

In what areas do you think there are
still major gains to be made in terms
of sustainability?

cellulose from sewage and was working

“So many. Developments and

on the technology to achieve this.

innovations are moving at lightning

That is how we came in contact with

speed, but a change of mind is still

them. Within the VAZENA [from sieved

needed on a large scale. I believe that

material to asphalt] project, in which

a lot can change in product design,

KNN Cellulose was a partner, cellulose

for example. Not only to ensure that

was reprocessed into a raw material for

products have a low impact on the

asphalt for the first time. CirTec supplied

environment during their life cycle, but

an important part of the installation.

also in terms of their end-of-life options.

VAZENA was followed by ZEEFGOUD,

Ideally, all products would be made

forming a great process and a wonderful

up of separate components, each of

collaboration. We complement each

which is recyclable. We have designed

other and connect two very different

a new evaporator for which we thought

worlds. So far, this has created an

carefully about this aspect. At the

extremely fruitful collaboration.”

end of its service life, the evaporator

Cellulose [a company based at the Water
Campus in Leeuwarden - Ed.] carried out

can be dismantled and the individual

What has been the outcome of the
collaboration thus far?

components are suitable for recycling.

“Last year, the first Cellvation

sustainable as possible.”

installation went into operation at
the Geestmerambacht wastewater
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We try to make all our processes as

cirtec.nl | cell-vation.nl
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Members of the Water Alliance

Members of the Water Alliance

C E N T R I T E C H S E PA R AT I O N S T W E N T E

water knight

water · onderzoek · advies
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WATER ALLIANCE
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8934 CJ Leeuwarden
The Netherlands
E-mail: info@wateralliance.nl
Tel. +31 58 284 90 44
www.wateralliance.nl
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@WaterAllianceNL
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